AUDIENCE NOTICE
The audience attending the event may appear in event-related images and videos. By entering the event, you waive all rights and consent to use by the IFSC and its affiliates. If you do not wish to have your image recorded, please make your wishes known to the photographer and/or the event organizer.

USE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC / VIDEO EQUIPMENT AT IFSC EVENTS
• Guests are welcome to bring personal, point and shoot cameras or cell phone cameras in the venue.
• Images are for personal use only and not for commercial purposes.
• Filming or live streaming of the competition is prohibited. Spectators with filming equipment are not allowed to access the competition venue.
• Only accredited media are allowed to access the venue with professional photographic or filming equipment. Professional equipment such as digital cameras, large SLR cameras with tripods and different lenses and/or material for the on-site editing and cameras with an external flash are not permitted at any time.
• Management reserves the right to deny any electronic device or camera accessory at their discretion.